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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a robust evaluation of the information content of microblogging data to

forecast useful stock market variables: returns, volatility and trading volume of diverse dataset of

indices and portfolios. We analyze a large Twitter dataset, from December 2012 to October 2015,

with about 31 million messages related with 3,800 stocks traded in US markets. Also, we apply a

sound prediction procedure (e.g., rolling window evaluation, four regression methods) along with a

statistical test of predictive accuracy. Furthermore, we explore the diversity of traditional sentiment

indicators and assess their complementarity value with microblogging sentiment. A Kalman Filter

(KF) procedure is applied to create an unique daily sentiment indicator from a Twitter indicator

and four other sentiment indicators (created from surveys). We also predicted two popular survey

sentiment indicators using microblogging data.

We found that Twitter sentiment and posting volume were particularly important for the fore-

casting of returns of S&P 500 index, portfolios of lower market capitalization and some industries.

Additionally, KF sentiment was informative for the forecasting of returns. Furthermore, Twitter

and KF sentiment indicators were useful for the prediction of some AAII and II survey sentiment

indicators. These results show that microblogging data are relevant to forecast stock market be-

havior and can provide a valuable alternative for existing measures (e.g., survey sentiment) with

various advantages (e.g., fast and cheap creation, daily frequency).
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, very large volumes of data are supplied from diverse sources (e.g., sensors, mobile

phones, social media, online shopping) at different speeds and periodicities [15, 50, 12, 13, 59]. Some

sources deliver data continuously in real time [59] and it is estimated that the volume of business

data duplicates every 1.2 years [12]. Doug Laney classifies these high volume (large volume),

variety (diversity of data types and sources) and velocity (fast generation) data as Big Data [42].

The analysis of big data permits the extraction of valuable information that may improve decision

making and organizational performance [50]. The identification of new customers and markets,

the creation of new products, a better customer service and more operational efficiency are some

potential advantages obtained by big data analytics [12].

Social media is an important source of big data. For instance, Facebook has 1.65 billion monthly

active users1, there are 1 billion visits monthly to sites with embedded Tweets2 and Weibo has 236

million monthly active users3. Users spend a significant part of their time on social media services

[27]. Thus, they disclose substantial information about diverse aspects of their lives in these sites.

The analysis of these social media data may allow a deeper understanding of users’ behavior such

as the assessment of their sentiment (e.g., [9]), the identification of their interests (e.g., [34]) or the

measurement of users influence (e.g., [72]).

Social media mining can be utilized for various purposes. For instance, it can be used to predict

sales [27]; to manage brand reputation [33, 55]; to create recommendation systems [33]; to identify

and predict crime [13]; to improve advertisement by finding influential users to promote their

products and by evaluating the reactions to an ad-campaign [13, 55, 33]; to identify pandemics and

to assess mental health [55] or to measure users’ sentiment towards political parties [55].

Financial services have been exploring social media data. For instance, the financial application

Thomson Reuters Eikon includes sentiment analysis of tweets4 and the financial information plat-

form Bloomberg provides social media indicators for their subscribers5. Moreover, the evaluation

1https://investor.fb.com/investor-news/press-release-details/2016/Facebook-Reports-First-Quarter-2016-Results-a

default.aspx
2https://about.twitter.com/company
3http://ir.weibo.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=253076&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2145407
4http://thomsonreuters.com/en/press-releases/2014/thomson-reuters-adds-unique-twitter-and-news-sentiment-analys

html
5http://www.bloomberg.com/company/announcements/trending-on-twitter-social-sentiment-analytics/
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of the predictive information of social media data for stock market behavior is an active research

topic. Several studies have extracted investor sentiment and attention indicators from social media

contents and have analyzed their impact on stock market (e.g., [2, 21, 9, 70, 52]).

Indeed, there is a strand of the finance literature (behavioral finance) that argues that sentiment

may affect financial prices [65]. De Long et al. (1990) [47] argue that the unpredictability of

irrational traders (noise traders) creates an additional risk on prices that prevents rational investors

from vigorously betting against them. Shleifer and Vishny (1997) [66] refers that in some extreme

circumstances, specialized professional arbitrageurs may not correct security prices effectively for

various reasons, such as capital limitations or agency costs. In addition, some institutional investors

are forbidden by their charters from taking short positions [71]. Therefore, security prices may

diverge from fundamental values because arbitrage may fail to eliminate mispricing caused by

investor sentiment. If it happens, future prices may be predictable and sentiment indicators may

have predictive information.

Different proxies for investor sentiment have been applied and most of them are not related

to social media. Some papers use indirect measures such as economic and financial variables to

infer the emotional state of investors. For instance, the Baker and Wurgler (BW) monthly index

[6] was adopted in several studies [7, 41, 82, 16, 38, 71, 17] and it uses six different proxies for

sentiment: the closed-end fund discount, New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) share turnover, the

number and average first-day returns on Initial Public Offerings (IPOs), the equity share in new

issues, and the dividend premium. Other papers applied direct sentiment measures derived from

surveys of investors’ feelings about the stock market. For instance, the American Association

of Individual Investors (AAII) provides weekly values of the votes of their members to a poll

questioning their sentiment (bullish, bearish, neutral) on the stock market for the next six months.

Research works such as [28, 10, 40, 79, 78] used AAII index as a sentiment measure. Also, the

University of Michigan Surveys of Consumers (UMSC) is a monthly sentiment index constructed

from a consumer confidence survey answered by a random group of five hundred continental US

households. Despite being considered less related to investor sentiment, UMSC index has been

applied in a considerable number of stock market studies (e.g., [28, 45, 58, 37, 62, 86, 16, 71]).

Moreover, Sentix (www.sentix.de) creates sentiment indices for various stock markets (e.g., US,

Japan, Germany, Euro zone) from surveys answered by more than 3,500 participants. Some research

works used Sentix indices such as [61, 17, 36]. Another example is the Investors Intelligence (II)

weekly index based on over a hundred independent market newsletters, with each newsletter being
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categorized as bullish, bearish or correction. II measures may be more correlated to institutional

sentiment than AAII, because many of the newsletters’ authors are market professionals [10]. The

II index is widely applied in behavior finance literature (e.g., [69, 28, 44, 10, 11, 40, 37, 41, 79, 78]).

Recently, various studies used investor sentiment and attention indicators automatically ex-

tracted from textual contents. Diverse data sources were used to create these indicators, such

as newspapers (e.g., New York Times, Wall Street Journal) [74, 24, 32, 63, 29, 83, 30], message

boards (e.g., thelion.com, ragingbull.com) [77, 2, 22, 21, 60, 83, 46], or microblogs (e.g., Twit-

ter, StockTwits) [68, 83, 84, 67, 48, 14, 9, 70, 52, 53, 54]. The indicators extracted from texts

(e.g., Twitter) have many advantages when compared with survey sentiment indices (e.g., AAII,

UMSC, II). The creation of text based sentiment indicators is faster and cheaper, permits greater

periodicities (e.g., daily) and may be targeted to a more restrict set of stocks (e.g., stock market

indices or individual stocks). Also, several studies have used these sentiment indicators to make

trading decisions [63, 14, 48, 30] or predict useful stock market variables, such as: daily or intraday

values of stock prices [74, 9, 84, 85], price directions [32, 52, 67, 46, 68], returns [70, 9, 24, 60, 29],

volatility [2, 60, 84] and trading volume [74, 2, 60].

For lower periodicities (e.g., monthly), some studies identified a relationship between sentiment

and future aggregate stock market returns (e.g., [7, 28]), volatility (e.g., [44]) and crisis on stock

market (e.g., [86]). However, a considerable body of research has focused on the analysis of the

influence of sentiment on portfolios formed on diverse characteristics (e.g., firm dimension, age,

volatility, book-to-market ratio). Sentiment seems to have more effect on returns of some portfolios

having extreme values on these characteristics [43, 51, 44, 6, 7, 8, 16, 71, 17]. This cross-sectional

variation may be explained by a different vulnerability to speculation and difficulty to arbitrage in

some categories of stocks [6]. Some stocks are more unsafe and difficult to value and they require

riskier and costlier arbitrage actions [1, 23, 80]. There is a higher concentration of irrational

investors in such stocks because more rational investors prefer safer investments. These studies

usually rely on indirect and survey sentiment measures and low frequencies (e.g., monthly, annual).

Posting volume on social media services (e.g., microblogs and message boards) has also been

applied in the prediction of stock market behavior. Some studies found that the number of posts

on financial message boards has impact on future returns (e.g., [81, 2]), trading volume (e.g., [81])

and volatility (e.g., [2, 21]). Moreover, other works applied the number of microblogging messages

as proxy for attention and found some predictive information for trading volume (e.g., [70, 53]).

Weekly Google search volumes were also used in [49] to predict stock prices.
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Nevertheless, these findings are not consensual. The efficient market hypothesis, proposes that

investors act as rational agents and all available information is reflected immediately in stock prices,

which implies that assets are traded at their fair value [26]. Indeed, there are studies that find scarce

evidence of the predictive power of sentiment for stock prices or returns [77, 2, 22, 53]. Timmermann

[75] defends that there is in general scant evidence of return predictability. Tumarkin and Whitelaw

(2001) [77] refer that posting volume of financial message boards do not add information for the

forecasting of trading volume and returns.

Moreover, most forecasting studies that use text extracted sentiment indicators present limita-

tions in terms of lack of a robust evaluation and usage of very simple sentiment analysis methods.

For instance, no out of sample evaluation was executed in [43, 51, 44, 2, 6, 7, 74, 70, 32, 60, 84,

8, 71, 17, 29, 67, 68, 85]. Other works applied very short test sets: 8 predictions [52]; 19 forecasts

[9]; 23 predictions [63]; 20 and 30 forecasts [49]; and 25 and 35 predictions [14]. Also, as recently

shown in [54], generic domain independent lexicons (e.g., General Inquirer, MPQA, SentiWordNet)

are ineffective for assessing the sentiment of stock market related messages. For instance, the term

“explosive” is often negative in generic contexts but can be positive within the financial domain

(“explosive rise”). Yet, several works are based on such lexicons (e.g., General Inquirer was adopted

in [74], SentiWordNet was used in [24, 14], MPQA was adopted in [9, 63]). Other works [49, 53]

adopted a very simplistic lexicon with just two terms (“bullish” and “bearish”) and that only allows

the sentiment extraction of a very small fraction of the available messages. In [52], a manual effort

was used to extract the sentiment of messages but such manual labeling is costly and impractical

when applied to large datasets.

The main goal of this paper is to evaluate the information content of microblogging data to

the forecasting of stock market variables by conducting a large set of experiments. We extend and

improve our previous work [53], leading to the following main contributions:

i) we generate new Twitter sentiment indicators by adopting a recently proposed lexicon [54] that

contains more than 20,000 entries and that is specifically adjusted to financial microblogs.

This is the first paper that applies sentiment indicators created by using specialized financial

microblogging lexicons. These indicators were extracted from a recent and very large Twitter

based dataset, containing around 31 million messages from December 2012 to October 2015

related with all stocks traded in US markets (about 3,800 stocks);

ii) we propose a novel, more complete and less noisy sentiment indicator based on a Kalman Filter

(KF) that combines measures of different periodicities, namely daily Twitter indicators with
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weekly AAII and II values and monthly UMSC and Sentix indices. We believe this is the first

paper of this topic that uses a KF procedure to aggregate diverse sentiment values. We also

explore diverse sentiment aggregation formulas (e.g., bullish ratio, variation, agreement)

iii) we predict several daily stock market variables (returns, trading volume and volatility) of

diverse indices, such as Standard & Poor’s 500 (SP500), Russell 2000 (RSL), Dow Jones

Industrial Average (DJIA), Nasdaq 100 (NDQ), and portfolios, such as formed on size and

industries (we note that such portfolio analysis has been scarcely executed for social media

data and for daily frequencies, most works apply monthly indicators derived from surveys,

such as AAII or II, or financial variables, such as BW);

iv) we also predict two popular survey sentiment indicators (AAII and II) using Twitter and KF

sentiment indicators, which may permit a satisfactory anticipation of AAII and II values or

a decent alternative whenever they are unavailable (to the best of our knowledge, this is the

first attempt of such prediction);

v) we adopt a realistic and robust evaluation that uses a rolling window scheme (with 300 training

days for stock market variables and 50 days for survey indicators), the Diebold-Mariano

(DM) test for predictive accuracy [25] and four regression models, Multiple Regression (MR),

Neural Network (NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest (RF), under two

main strategies: baseline model (without microblog features) and microblog based (with such

features).

Moreover, we consider that this study may support further advances in big data analytics applica-

tions. For instance, real time financial decision support systems can be enhanced by the utilization

of predictive models applying microblogging data or the display of different sentiment indicators

according to user needs (e.g., various periodicities, related to specific stocks, from diverse types of

social media users).

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the microblogging and stock market data,

survey sentiment indicators, methods for the creation of microblogging sentiment and attention

indicators, KF process, the forecasting procedure and respective evaluation. Section 3 shows and

analyzes the results of the prediction of returns, volatility, trading volume and survey sentiment

values. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 4.
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2. Material and Methods

2.1. Microblogging Data

Microblogging data have characteristics that may indicate potential informative value to the

forecasting of stock market behavior. Services such as Twitter and StockTwits have large commu-

nities of investors sharing information about stock market. These users frequently interact during

the day and react readily to events. Messages are usually very objective due to the character limit.

Microblogging users usually apply cashtags in stock market conversations to refer to the involved

stocks. Cashtags are composed by a “$” character and the respective ticker (e.g., $AAPL) and its

presence means that the message is related with that stock. The utilization of cashtags permits an

easy and less noisy selection of messages related to specific stocks. The extraction of attention and

sentiment from microblogging is faster and cheaper than from traditional sources (e.g., surveys)

because data is promptly available at very low cost.

The sentiment and attention indicators created in this study were extracted from Twitter, which

is a large microblog platform with more than 300 million active users6. Using Twitter REST API

(https://dev.twitter.com/docs/api), we collected all messages (around 31 million) from 22nd

of December 2012 to 29th of October 2015 holding cashtags of all stocks traded in US markets

(nearly 3,800 stocks). R tool (http://www.r-project.org) was used in all processing tasks and

Mongodb (https://www.mongodb.org) was applied to store Twitter data.

2.2. Microblogging Sentiment and Attention Indicators

In this paper, we assessed the information content of investor sentiment and attention indicators

extracted from Twitter data to predict stock market behavior. The number of tweets were applied

to produce the attention indicators. We opted to use the first difference of the posting volume

because there is a visible growing number of tweets during the analyzed time period. To create

the investor sentiment indicators, we used the sentiment scores produced by sentiment analysis

of all tweets. The sentiment analysis applies a recently proposed lexicon [54] that is properly

adapted to microblogging conversations about stock market and publicly available at https://

github.com/nunomroliveira/stock_market_lexicon. This lexicon was automatically created

using data from June, 2010 to March, 2013. It is an up-to-date lexicon because its training data

ends nearly one year before the first prediction days of this study. It contains approximately 7000

6http://www.statista.com/statistics/282087/number-of-monthly-active-twitter-users/
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unigrams, 13000 bigrams and the respective sentiment scores for affirmative and negated contexts.

For instance, a negative score indicates a bearish word and a positive sentiment value indicates a

bullish word. Negated contexts are text segments starting with a negation expression while the

affirmative contexts are all other segments. To identify affirmative and negated segments, we applied

the same approach used in the lexicon creation. Negated segments begin with a negation item

included in the Christopher Potts’ sentiment tutorial (http://sentiment.christopherpotts.

net/lingstruc.html) and end with one of the following punctuation marks: ”,”, ”.”, ”:”, ”;”, ”!”,

”?”.”. The sentiment score of each tweet corresponds to the sum of the sentiment score of all lexicon

items present in the message. When lexicon bigrams are identified in the text, we only account the

score of the bigrams and do not consider the score of their individual components. In our opinion,

bigrams scores are more precise than unigram scores because bigrams have a more defined context.

For instance, the bigram “debt free” is usually bullish while its individual components may have

distinct sentiment orientation (e.g., “greek debt”, “more debt”, “free fall”). To adequately verify

the presence of lexicon elements, we executed the preprocessing tasks:

• replace all cashtags by the tag ”tkr”; all numbers by the tag ”NUM”; all mentions by ”@user”;

all URL addresses by ”URL”;

• execute tokenization, Part of Speech (POS) tagging and lemmatization by applying Stanford

CoreNLP [76].

• identify the affirmative and negated segments in order to apply the adequate score.

The sentiment indicators are created using the scores produced by the sentiment analysis.

We created two major types of investor sentiment indicators: general and sectorial. The general

indicators represent the sentiment of the whole investor community. Thus, we used all tweets in the

construction of these indicators. The sectorial indicators measure the sentiment regarding specific

sectors (e.g., industries). In the creation of these indicators, we applied tweets enclosing cashtags

of stocks belonging to the respective sector. We selected the cashtags composing each sector based

on their Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) code.

We also experimented diverse forms to calculate the daily sentiment values:

• Bullish Ratio (BullR) (e.g., [53, 67, 68])

BullRt =
NBullt

NBullt +NBeart
(1)
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• Bearish Ratio (BearR)

BearRt =
NBeart

NBullt +NBeart
(2)

• Bullishness Index (BI) (e.g., [2, 70, 52, 53])

BIt = ln
NBullt + 1

NBeart + 1
(3)

• Variation (VA) (e.g., [53, 67, 68])

V At = BullRt −BullRt-1 (4)

• Agreement (AG) (e.g., [2, 70])

AGt = 1−
√
1−

(
NBullt −NBeart
NBullt +NBeart

)2

(5)

where NBullt and NBeart are the bullish and bearish score of day t. We did not found any paper

applying a sentiment measure computed exactly like BearR, however there are papers using similar

measures such as [74, 29]. The tested sentiment aggregation measures are distinct formulas applied

in diverse studies in this research topic. In this study, we applied BullR, BI and VA indicators in

the prediction of returns, volatility, trading volume and survey sentiment values. Since dispersion of

expectations is considered to be related with trading volume [64, 2] and volatility ([64]), we added

AG indicators in the forecasting of these stock market variables. Additionally, we applied BearR

indicators in the prediction of negative values of survey sentiment values, because we used Twitter

indicators counterparts in the forecasting of each survey sentiment value (e.g., BullR indicators

applied in the prediction of AAII positive values or BearR indicators in the forecasting of AAII

negative values).

2.3. Survey Sentiment Indicators

Survey sentiment indicators are frequently applied in studies about the analysis of the sentiment

impact on stock market behavior. Investors indicate their expectations about stock market by

answering surveys or by writing their opinions (e.g., newsletters). For instance, the American

Association of Individual Investors (AAII) calculates the weekly percentage of bullish, bearish and

neutral answers of their members to a survey about the stock market. It is used by several studies

(e.g., [28, 10, 40, 79, 78]). Investors Intelligence (II) computes three weekly percentages (bullish,
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bearish and correction) of investor sentiment by analyzing independent market newsletters. Diverse

studies (e.g., [69, 28, 44, 10, 11, 40, 79, 37, 78, 41]) used II indicators as proxy for investor sentiment.

This paper tests the prediction of these weekly sentiment indicators by using Twitter senti-

ment measures. This procedure may allow an acceptable anticipation of AAII and II values or a

satisfactory alternative whenever they are unavailable. We did not experimented the forecasting

of monthly sentiment indicators because there is not sufficient data to perform a feasible analy-

sis. However, we used two additional monthly sentiment measures in the creation of a sentiment

indicator using the Kalman Filter measure described in the next subsection. The University of

Michigan Surveys of Consumers (UMSC) creates a monthly sentiment index by processing a sur-

vey answered by five hundred US households. This index is used in diverse studies about stock

market (e.g., [28, 45, 58, 37, 62, 86, 16, 71]). Sentix (www.sentix.de) produces sentiment indices

for different stock markets (e.g., US, Germany, Euro Zone, Japan) by delivering surveys to more

than 3,500 participants. Some studies apply Sentix indices such as [61, 17, 36]. In this study we

used the monthly sentiment indicators for US. AAII, II, UMSC and Sentix values were obtained

from Thompson Reuters Datastream (http://online.thomsonreuters.com/datastream/).

2.4. Sentiment Indicators created by Kalman Filter procedure

Kalman Filter (KF) permits the combination of diverse observed variables in order to extract

a latent variable. Existing investor sentiment indicators are measured by different approaches at

different frequencies (e.g., surveys or social media interactions) and they usually produce distinct

values. These observed values are related to sentiment but they contain some noise. The utilization

of KF may permit the creation of a sentiment indicator that is more representative and less noisy

than their individual components. Moreover, KF allows the usage of indicators with distinct fre-

quencies (e.g., daily, weekly, monthly). Thus, we can produce a daily sentiment indicator from the

combination of daily, weekly and monthly values. The linear dynamical model can be represented

as follows:

Yt = Ftθt + vt, vt ∼ N(0, Vt)

θt = Gtθt−1 + wt, wt ∼ N(0,Wt)
(6)

where the first equation describes the observed variables (e.g., survey or social media sentiment

indicators), the second equation represents the latent variable and V, W are parameter matrices.

θ0 is assumed to be normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 1e7. The model is estimated

by maximum likelihood allowing the observation noises, vt, to be cross-correlated. To reduce

the complexity of the optimization problem and ensure that the variance-covariance matrix is
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positive semi-definite we use the approach suggested by [57] and followed by [56], parametrizing

the covariance matrix, V , in terms of the elements of its log-Cholesky decomposition and the system

variance, W , using its log.

We created a daily sentiment indicator by applying the KF procedure to five different sentiment

indicators: AAII, II, UMSC, Sentix and the daily Twitter sentiment indicator (TWT) created in

this work. AAII, II and TWT values correspond to the Bull-Bear spread (e.g., [10, 78]):

SPt =
NBullt −NBeart
NBullt +NBeart

(7)

All indicators were normalized by calculating their standard score. The model parameters were

estimated using the first training rolling window also applied in the forecasting of stock market

variables (i.e., first 300 days). Then, we created the sentiment indicators for the entire time period

by filtering the series using the estimated model.

KF values were tested as sentiment indicators in forecasting models to assess eventual improve-

ments compared to the utilization of TWT as proxy for sentiment. As an example, Figure 1 shows

the overall (for all analyzed stocks) KF sentiment indicator values and its individual components

(AAII, II, UMSC, Sentix, TWT) when considering the period that ranges from 1st January of 2014

to 30th June of 2014. The plot confirms that KF indicator presents smoother values than TWT.

2.5. Stock Market Data

Various studies have analyzed the influence of sentiment on portfolios formed on different char-

acteristics (e.g., market capitalization, book-to-market ratio, industries). For example, some papers

refer that sentiment has more impact on returns of stocks with lower market capitalization (e.g,

[43, 6, 8]). However, few of these studies apply sentiment measures extracted from social me-

dia and higher frequencies than the monthly periodicity. Therefore, in this study we explored a

comprehensive set of stocks and portfolios having distinct characteristics:

• Standard & Poor’s 500 (SP500): index composed by 500 large companies.

• Russell 2000 (RSL): index of the smallest 2000 companies belonging to Russell 3000 index.

• Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA): constituted by 30 large companies listed on NYSE

and NASDAQ.

• Nasdaq 100 (NDQ): includes the 100 of the largest non-financial stocks traded on NASDAQ.
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Figure 1: Sentiment indicator values (KF, AAII, II, UMSC, Sentix and TWT)

• Excess return on the market (RMRF): return of the market minus the risk-free return rate.

The return of the market corresponds to the value-weight return of all CRSP companies

integrated in the US and traded on the NYSE, AMEX, or NASDAQ while the risk-free

return rate is the one-month Treasury bill rate.

• Small Minus Big (SMB): a Fama and French factor corresponding to the difference in returns

between small and large firms.

• High Minus Low (HML): a Fama and French factor that is equal to the difference in returns

between value (i.e., high book-to-market ratios) and growth (i.e., low book-to-market ratios)

stocks.

• Momentum Factor (MOM): spread in returns between high prior return portfolios and low

prior return portfolios.

• CBOE Volatility Index (VIX): measures the implied volatility of SP500 index options. It is of-
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ten considered the market’s “fear gauge” because it intends to represent investors expectation

of future 30 days volatility.

• Portfolios formed on size (PSize): contains return values of portfolios constructed on the

market capitalization, namely bottom 30% (Lo30), middle 40% (Mid40), top 30% (Hi30) and

quintiles (Lo20, Qnt2, Qnt3, Qnt4, Hi20).

• 10 Industry Portfolios (PInd): returns of ten different industries, namely Consumer Non-

Durables (NoDur), Consumer Durables (Durbl), Manufacturing (Manuf), Energy (Enrgy),

Business Equipment (HiTec), Telecommunications (Telcm), Shops (Shops), Health (Hlth),

Utilities (Utils) and Other (Other).

Thus, we analyze the effect of sentiment and attention on stocks having distinct size (e.g., PSize,

SMB), industries (e.g., PInd), momentum (e.g., MOM) and book-to-market ratios (e.g., HML).

Several studies defend that investor sentiment and attention may influence stock market vari-

ables. For instance, sentiment may have predictive information for returns (e.g., [70, 9, 24, 60, 29]),

volatility (e.g., [2, 60, 84]) and trading volume (e.g., [2, 74, 60]). Posting volume on social media

(e.g., microblogs and message boards) may also add information for the forecasting of returns (e.g.,

[81, 2]), trading volume (e.g., [81, 70, 53]) and volatility (e.g., [2, 21]). We have focused on the

prediction of these three different stock market variables:

• Daily returns of SP500, RSL, DJIA, NDQ, RMRF, SMB, HML, MOM, PSize and PInd.

Returns measure changes in the asset value. We calculated the returns of SP500, RSL, DJIA

and NDQ using the total return index (RI datatype) retrieved from Datastream as follows:

rt =
RIt −RIt-1

RIt-1
∗ 100 (8)

where RIt and RIt-1 are the total return index values of day t and t−1. The returns of the re-

maining stocks were directly collected from Professor Kenneth French webpage (http://mba.

tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html). All values are in

percentage.

• Daily trading volume of SP500 and DJIA collected from Datastream. Trading volume is the

number of shares traded in a given period of time (values in thousands).

• Daily volatility is measured using the model free estimate given the VIX index, and also the

realized volatility measure given by a realized kernel for SP500, RSL, DJIA and NDQ. Since
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the realized kernel values are very small, we converted them into annualized realized volatility

as [3]:

avt =
√

rkt ∗
√
252 ∗ 100 (9)

where avt is the annualized realized volatility and rkt is the realized kernel value. Volatil-

ity provides a measures of total risk associated with an investment. VIX data is available

at CBOE webpage (http://www.cboe.com/micro/vix/historical.aspx) and the realized

kernel of the referred indices were collected from Oxford-Man Institute of Quantitative Fi-

nance (http://realized.oxford-man.ox.ac.uk/data/download).

2.6. Models

In this work, we tested four different regression methods [35] to predict stock market variables:

Multiple Regression (MR), Neural Network (NN), Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random

Forest (RF). We applied a MR model because it is very fast to learn, easy to interpret, extensively

applied in finance and has less tendency to overfit. However, it has limited capacity to extract

nonlinear associations. Therefore, we experimented three other methods that are more suitable to

deal with nonlinearity: NN, SVM and RF. Often, these nonlinear methods lead to complex data-

driven models. However, these models can still be understood by humans by using a sensitivity

analysis and visualization techniques [19].

NN is a system of interconnected neurons whose functioning is inspired by biological neural

networks. The numeric weights linking the neurons are calibrated during the learning process. In

this study we applied the multilayer perceptron having one hidden layer with logistic functions.

The output node applies a linear function for regression (e.g., returns, volatility, trading volume).

The final output is dependent of the selection of initial weights. To address this problem, we apply

an ensemble of NNs and calculate the average of the individual predictions [35]. The number of

nodes in the hidden layer (H) was the only hyperparameter we had to tune in this work.

The SVM model was initially proposed to perform classification tasks and then extended to

regression by adopting an ε-insensitive loss function. SVM can execute a nonlinear mapping by

projecting the inputs into high-dimensional space using kernel functions. When compared with

multilayer perceptron, the SVM algorithm has the advantage of always converging to the opti-

mal set of weights. In this work, we utilize the popular gaussian kernel and tuned γ, C and ε

hyperparameters.

RF is an ensemble model that generates a larger number of unpruned decision trees during the
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training process. The individual trees are based on a random feature selection, using bootstrap

training samples. The final RF predictions are built by averaging the outputs of the individual

trees.

In order to evaluate the relevance of microblogging data to predict stock market behavior, we

test all four regression models under two main strategies: with and without microbloging data.

The baseline model is the Auto-Regressive (AR) model of order p (past time lags) of the predicted

target, while the microblog based models are described next. When comparing the baseline and

microblog based models, we select the best regression method (among MR, NN, SVM and RF).

Given the extensive number of experiments conducted in this paper, we fixed the number of adopted

time lags to p = 5 for both baseline, i.e., AR(5), and microblog based models. We note that several

other related works also used a similar short and fixed number of time lags. For instance, the same

five past trading days were used in [74, 24, 52, 29].

All predictive experiments were conducted using the R tool and rminer package, which facilitates

the application of data mining methods in real-world tasks [18]. The same methods (MR, NN, SVM

and RF) were executed for both baseline and microblog based strategies. The default parameters

(e.g., 500 trees for RF, ensemble with 3 multilayer perceptrons for NN, tolerance termination

criterion of 0.001 for SVM) were used for the all methods except for the hyperparameters (H for

NN and γ, C or ε for SVM). These hyperparameters were set using a grid search and internal 10-

fold cross-validation considering the first training window (e.g., first 300 trading days for the daily

stock market variables). The grid search values were set to H ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, γ ∈ {2−9, 2−7, ..., 23},
C ∈ {2−3, 2−1, ..., 29} and ε ∈ {0, 0.01, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6}.

The tested models to predict returns were:

R̂t = f(Rt−1, Rt−2, Rt−3, Rt−4, Rt−5) (MRet1, baseline)

R̂t = f(St−1, St−2, St−3, St−4, St−5) (MRet2)

R̂t = f(Rt−1, Rt−2, Rt−3, Rt−4, Rt−5, St−1, St−2, St−3, St−4, St−5) (MRet3)

R̂t = f(St−1, St−2, St−3, St−4, St−5, Ntt−1, Ntt−2, Ntt−3, Ntt−4, Ntt−5) (MRet4)

R̂t = f(Rt−1, Rt−2, Rt−3, Rt−4, Rt−5, St−1, St−2, St−3, St−4, St−5,

Ntt−1, Ntt−2, Ntt−3, Ntt−4, Ntt−5) (MRet5)

R̂t = f(Ntt−1, Ntt−2, Ntt−3, Ntt−4, Ntt−5) (MRet6)

R̂t = f(Rt−1, Rt−2, Rt−3, Rt−4, Rt−5, Ntt−1, Ntt−2, Ntt−3, Ntt−4, Ntt−5) (MRet7)

(10)

where St refers to the sentiment value of day t (VA, BI, BR or KF indicators) and Ntt refers to
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the first difference of posting volume of day t.

To forecast volatility, we experimented the following models:

V̂ tt = f(V tt−1, V tt−2, V tt−3, V tt−4, V tt−5) (MVt1, baseline)

V̂ tt = f(St−1, St−2, St−3, St−4, St−5) (MVt2)

V̂ tt = f(V tt−1, V tt−2, V tt−3, V tt−4, V tt−5, St−1, St−2, St−3, St−4, St−5) (MVt3)

V̂ tt = f(St−1, St−2, St−3, St−4, St−5, Ntt−1, Ntt−2, Ntt−3, Ntt−4, Ntt−5) (MVt4)

V̂ tt = f(V tt−1, V tt−2, V tt−3, V tt−4, V tt−5, St−1, St−2, St−3, St−4, St−5,

Ntt−1, Ntt−2, Ntt−3, Ntt−4, Ntt−5) (MVt5)

V̂ tt = f(Ntt−1, Ntt−2, Ntt−3, Ntt−4, Ntt−5) (MVt6)

V̂ tt = f(V tt−1, V tt−2, V tt−3, V tt−4, V tt−5, Ntt−1, Ntt−2, Ntt−3, Ntt−4, Ntt−5) (MVt7)

(11)

where V tt is the volatility value of day t.

In the prediction of trading volume, we tested the following models:

V̂ ot = f(V ot−1, V ot−2, V ot−3, V ot−4, V ot−5) (MVol1, baseline)

V̂ ot = f(St−1, St−2, St−3, St−4, St−5) (MVol2)

V̂ ot = f(V ot−1, V ot−2, V ot−3, V ot−4, V ot−5, St−1, St−2, St−3, St−4, St−5) (MVol3)

V̂ ot = f(St−1, St−2, St−3, St−4, St−5, Ntt−1, Ntt−2, Ntt−3, Ntt−4, Ntt−5) (MVol4)

V̂ ot = f(V ot−1, V ot−2, V ot−3, V ot−4, V ot−5, St−1, St−2, St−3, St−4, St−5,

Ntt−1, Ntt−2, Ntt−3, Ntt−4, Ntt−5) (MVol5)

V̂ ot = f(Ntt−1, Ntt−2, Ntt−3, Ntt−4, Ntt−5) (MVol6)

V̂ ot = f(V ot−1, V ot−2, V ot−3, V ot−4, V ot−5, Ntt−1, Ntt−2, Ntt−3, Ntt−4, Ntt−5) (MVol7)

(12)

where V ot is the trading volume of day t.

In this study, we also used Twitter and KF sentiment indicators to predict survey sentiment

indicators. AAII and II are popular survey sentiment indicators already used in diverse research

studies about stock market behavior (e.g., [28, 10, 40, 78, 79, 44, 69, 11, 41, 37]). These indicators

have distinct publication days. AAII values are released each Thursday comprising data from

previous Thursday until Wednesday. II indicators are published each Wednesday and they are

related to analysis performed from previous Wednesday to last Tuesday. To properly compare

Twitter and KF indicators to each survey measure, we created different weekly microblogging

indicators corresponding to the time interval used by each survey indicator. Additionally, we

tested the utilization of the previous 7 daily (one week) Twitter and KF indicators.
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We predicted four different values for each survey indicator: VA, BI, negative and positive

percentage. In the forecasting of each survey value, we used the equivalent Twitter indicator (i.e.,

VA, BI, BearR and BullR). To compute the weekly Twitter values, we also experimented two

different approaches. The first approach (AA) calculates the weekly value using the total number

of positive and/or negative messages of the week while the second approach (MA) computes the

average of the seven daily indicators that compose the week. The production of the weekly KF

values applies the second approach.

We applied seven different models by exploring five lags of the target survey indicator, five

lags of the weekly microblogging indicators and seven lags (one week) of the daily microblogging

indicators. The explored forecasting of survey sentiment models are:

Ŝvt = f(Svt−1, Svt−2, Svt−3, Svt−4, Svt−5) (MSv1, baseline)

Ŝvt = f(Swt−1, Swt−2, Swt−3, Swt−4, Swt−5) (MSv2)

Ŝvt = f(Sdt−1, Sdt−2, Sdt−3, Sdt−4, Sdt−5, Sdt−6, Sdt−7) (MSv3)

Ŝvt = f(Swt−1, Swt−2, Swt−3, Swt−4, Swt−5,

Sdt−1, Sdt−2, Sdt−3, Sdt−4, Sdt−5, Sdt−6, Sdt−7) (MSv4)

Ŝvt = f(Svt−1, Svt−2, Svt−3, Svt−4, Svt−5,

Swt−1, Swt−2, Swt−3, Swt−4, Swt−5) (MSv5)

Ŝvt = f(Svt−1, Svt−2, Svt−3, Svt−4, Svt−5,

Sdt−1, Sdt−2, Sdt−3, Sdt−4, Sdt−5, Sdt−6, Sdt−7) (MSv6)

Ŝvt = f(Svt−1, Svt−2, Svt−3, Svt−4, Svt−5,

Swt−1, Swt−2, Swt−3, Swt−4, Swt−5,

Sdt−1, Sdt−2, Sdt−3, Sdt−4, Sdt−5, Sdt−6, Sdt−7) (MSv7)

(13)

where Svt corresponds to the weekly survey sentiment values (AAII or II) of day t, Swt corresponds

to the weekly microblogging sentiment values (BI, VA, BullR, BearR or KF) of day t and Sdt

corresponds to the daily microblogging values (AAII or II) of day t.

2.7. Evaluation

There is empirical evidence that good forecasting methods provide consistent results across

multiple metrics [20]. Given the large number of experiments conducted in this work, we opted

for a single error metric when evaluating the quality of the predictions. In this work, we selected

an absolute error based metric, which is a common approach in the forecasting domain [39]. For

instance, in [5, 4] it is argued that squared error metrics, such as Root Mean Square Error (RMSE),
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are not reliable due to their sensitivity to outliers and should be replaced by absolute error metrics

when comparing across time series. We note that other related works also have adopted absolute

error metrics, such as: Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [24, 85] and Mean Absolute Percentage Error

(MAPE) [9, 24, 49].

Using any absolute error measure should lead to the same ranking differences when comparing

distinct forecasting models, thus the particular choice of such measure affects mostly its range of

values and interpretation. In this paper, we selected the Normalized Mean Absolute Error (NMAE)

metric that is calculated as [31]:

MAE = 1
N

∑N
i=1 |yi − ŷi|

NMAE = MAE
yH−yL

(14)

where yi is the target value for time i, yH is the highest target value, yL is the lowest target value, ŷi

is the predicted value and N corresponds to the number of predictions considered. When compared

with other absolute based metrics, the NMAE presents several advantages. First, it is easier to

interpret than MAE, since it expresses the error as a percentage of the full target scale. The lower

the NMAE values, the better are the forecasts. Second, it is scale independent, which is particularly

useful in this work since we predict variables with distinct scales. Third, it does not contain the

limitations of other scale independent measures. For instance, MAPE can produce infinity values

when the denominator (target values) is zero [39], which might occur in several of the predicted

variables (e.g., returns can have near zero values). While we only consider NMAE values, in the

tables with predictive results we also show the target range value (yH − yL), thus the MAE values

can be easily obtained by computing the inverse of Equation 14.

To measure the generalization capability of the predictive models, we applied a fixed-size rolling

windows scheme [73]. For each prediction (e.g., day t), the model is trained using a window of the

previous W consecutive samples (e.g., from day t −W to day t − 1) and used to predict the next

value (time t). Then, the training window is slided by discarding its oldest element and adding the

value of t in order to retrain the model and predict the value at time t+ 1, and so on. Therefore,

a dataset of length L will produce L −W model trainings and their respective predictions. This

rolling windows validation is realistic since it mimics the way a predictive model would be used

in a real-environment, trained with a large number of past data and used to predict the next

daily/weekly values. And it is robust, since it allows the training and testing of a large number of

models. In this work, we applied a window size of W=300 days for the prediction of the daily stock

market variables and W=50 days for the forecasting of the weekly survey sentiment indicators.
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The number of predictions range from 392 to 439 for the daily variables and 92 to 93 for the weekly

survey indices. We note that these numbers are much higher than most state of the art works (e.g.,

8 [52] and 35 [14] predictions).

The prediction ability of the models was evaluated by the Diebold-Mariano (DM) test for

predictive accuracy [25], under a pairwise comparison between the baseline and microblog based

models. Thus, we assume that the microblogging data has predictive content if the respective model

has a statistical significant DM test.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Prediction of Returns

This work analyzed the prediction of returns of diverse indices as well as portfolios formed on

size and industries. We tested sentiment indicators created by three different formulas (BullR, BI

and VA) and KF procedure. Table 1 presents the NMAE results produced by the four regression

methods (MR, RF, NN and SVM) using sentiment indicators produced by BullR approach and the

p-value calculated by DM test for predictive accuracy [25] for SP500, RSL, DJIA, NDQ, RMRF,

SMB, HML and MOM. In the table, the baseline results are underlined, while the lowest NMAE

value is in bold. The first column also shows in brackets the number of predictions (L−W ) and

the target range (yH − yL).

We summarize the results for BullR, BI, VA and KF indicators in Table 2. For each index,

Table 2 identifies the baseline model, the lowest NMAE model and models generating statistically

significant results in the DM test. Ten SVM models significantly improve the results of baseline

models for the forecasting of SP500, DJIA, MOM, SMB and RMRF. Two of these models obtain

p-value inferior to 5%, both for the forecasting of SP500. There are no microblogging models

having significantly higher predictive accuracy than baseline models for the remaining indices (i.e.,

HML, NDQ and RSL). However, the lowest NMAE values are produced by models containing

microblogging features for all items, except for RSL. The utilization of KF sentiment indicators

lowered the NMAE results for four indices: DJIA, MOM, RMRF and SP500. Furthermore, models

applying KF indicators are significantly more accurate than baseline for SP500, DJIA, MOM and

RMRF, while models using TWT indicators obtain this statistical significant results only for DJIA,

SMB and SP500. Moreover, SVM MRet3 model using KF indicators produces statistically better

forecasts of the SP500 than the baseline. The posting volume features were important for some

indices. The lowest NMAE values of the prediction of NDQ and SMB were produced by models
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Table 1: Predictive results for returns of SP500, RSL, DJIA, NDQ, RMRF, SMB, HML and MOM. Utilization of
general sentiment indicators calculated using BullR formula and first difference of the posting volume. For each index,
the baseline model is underlined and the lowest NMAE value is in bold (∗ – p-value < 10%, ∗∗ – p-value < 5%, ∗ ∗ ∗
– p-value < 1%, NMAE in %).

Mtd MRet1 MRet2 MRet3 MRet4 MRet5 MRet6 MRet7

DJIA MR 8.12 8.11 8.24 8.20 8.33 8.11 8.25

(number of predictions: 414; RF 8.38 8.41 8.43 8.44 8.42 8.38 8.45

returns range: 7.53) SVM 8.19 8.09 8.01* 8.07 8.07 8.05 8.05

NN 8.28 8.42 8.16 8.29 8.44 8.56 8.26

HML MR 10.49 10.37 10.54 10.36 10.54 10.34 10.52

(number of predictions: 392; RF 10.42 10.56 10.39 10.49 10.49 10.62 10.56

returns range: 3.36) SVM 10.29 10.31 10.24 10.26 10.25 10.26 10.33

NN 10.92 10.84 10.66 10.62 10.73 10.99 10.47

MOM MR 10.91 10.80 10.94 11.02 11.18 11.03 11.11

(number of predictions: 392; RF 11.00 11.14 10.93 11.18 11.17 11.31 11.21

returns range: 4.63) SVM 10.78 10.79 10.73 10.84 10.78 10.88 10.81

NN 11.18 11.01 11.99 11.33 11.32 11.13 11.11

NDQ MR 7.68 7.70 7.82 7.86 7.99 7.74 7.85

(number of predictions: 439; RF 7.85 7.90 7.88 7.97 7.96 7.88 7.93

returns range: 9.35) SVM 7.61 7.59 7.61 7.78 7.62 7.64 7.69

NN 7.99 8.38 7.94 8.93 7.81 7.97 8.04

RMRF MR 8.31 8.32 8.45 8.42 8.58 8.36 8.44

(number of predictions: 392; RF 8.54 8.59 8.61 8.68 8.81 8.56 8.74

returns range: 7.58) SVM 8.27 8.35 8.28 8.24 8.24 8.24 8.26

NN 8.95 8.46 8.47 8.65 8.54 9.57 8.61

RSL MR 11.10 11.31 11.35 11.46 11.49 11.28 11.30

(number of predictions: 439; RF 11.17 11.47 11.19 11.58 11.40 11.44 11.33

returns range: 7.02) SVM 11.15 11.71 11.20 11.24 11.19 11.13 11.13

NN 11.21 11.60 11.21 11.46 11.64 12.57 13.85

SMB MR 12.44 12.44 12.59 12.50 12.76 12.40 12.59

(number of predictions: 392; RF 12.46 12.72 12.54 12.74 12.50 12.72 12.42

returns range: 3.36) SVM 12.44 12.41 12.40 12.27* 12.46 12.48 12.44

NN 13.49 13.09 13.05 13.41 12.70 12.55 12.89

SP500 MR 7.90 7.88 8.01 7.97 8.11 7.92 8.01

(number of predictions: 413; RF 8.32 8.20 8.32 8.23 8.35 8.13 8.32

returns range: 7.85) SVM 7.87 7.83 7.88 7.92 7.86 7.83 7.80**

NN 8.59 8.17 7.95 8.00 8.02 7.92 8.40
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using the first difference of the number of tweets. Additionally, there are diverse models applying

these features significantly more accurate than baseline for SP500 and SMB. The majority of the

most accurate models applies the SVM method.

Table 2: Predictive results for returns of SP500, RSL, DJIA, NDQ, RMRF, SMB, HML and MOM. Utilization of
general sentiment indicators (BullR, BI and VA approaches), KF indicators and first difference of the posting volume.
NMAE values of baseline model, lowest NMAE model and models producing statistical significant results in DM test
(∗ – p-value < 10%, ∗∗ – p-value < 5%, ∗ ∗ ∗ – p-value < 1%, sentiment indicators in parenthesis, NMAE in %,
NMAE values lower than baseline are in bold).

Index Baseline Lowest NMAE Statistical significant results

DJIA (no predictions: 414; MR: 8.12 SVM MRet2 (KF): 7.98* SVM MRet3 (BR): 8.01*

returns range: 7.53) SVM MRet2 (KF): 7.98*

HML (no predictions: 392; SVM: 10.29 SVM MRet3 (BR): 10.24

returns range: 3.36)

MOM (no predictions: 392; SVM: 10.78 SVM MRet2 (KF): 10.69* SVM MRet2 (KF): 10.69*

returns range: 4.63)

NDQ (no predictions: 439; SVM: 7.61 SVM MRet7: 7.58

returns range: 9.35)

RMRF (no predictions: 392; SVM: 8.27 SVM MRet3 (KF): 8.19* SVM MRet3 (KF): 8.19*

returns range: 7.58)

RSL (no predictions: 439; MR: 11.10 MR MRet1: 11.10

returns range: 7.02)

SMB (no predictions: 392; MR: 12.44 SVM MRet4 (BR): 12.27* SVM MRet4 (BR): 12.27*

returns range: 3.36) SVM: 12.44

SP500 (no predictions: 439; SVM: 7.87 SVM MRet3 (KF): 7.79** SVM MRet7: 7.80**

returns range: 7.85) SVM MRet6: 7.81*

SVM MRet4 (VA): 7.81*

SVM MRet5 (VA): 7.81*

SVM MRet3 (KF): 7.79**

Some studies refer that there is a distinct sentiment effect in prices of stocks with large and

small market capitalization (e.g., [6, 8, 51, 44, 43]). To analyze the influence of sentiment on stocks

with different size, we predicted returns of portfolios formed on size. Table 3 shows a summary of all

tested models for the prediction of portfolios formed on size. There are fifteen models significantly

more accurate than baseline in the forecasting of portfolios of lower market capitalization (i.e.,

Lo20 and Lo30). The prediction of Lo20 returns has one model obtaining p-value less than 1% in

the pairwise DM test and five other models generating p-value inferior to 5%. These results may

indicate that sentiment is more informative to the prediction of stocks of smaller capitalization,

which is consistent with previous findings (e.g., [6, 8, 43]). The most accurate microblogging

models are SVM. Posting volume seems informative for the prediction of these portfolios. The

majority of the models obtaining statistical significant results in the pairwise DM test and the

lowest NMAE values apply the first difference of posting volume. KF indicators seem less useful

for the forecasting of portfolios formed on size than for the prediction of indices. Models applying
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KF indicators outperformed models using Twitter indicators only for Qnt4. Nevertheless, in the

prediction of Lo20 there is one model applying KF indicators that produced p-value less than 5%

in the DM test and another model obtained p-value less than 10%.

Table 3: Predictive results for returns of portfolios formed on size. Utilization of general sentiment indicators (BullR,
BI and VA approaches), KF indicators and first difference of the posting volume. NMAE values of baseline model,
lowest NMAE model and models producing statistical significant results in DM test (∗ – p-value < 10%, ∗∗ – p-value
< 5%, ∗ ∗ ∗ – p-value < 1%, sentiment indicators in parenthesis, NMAE in %, NMAE values lower than baseline are
in bold, 392 predictions).

Index Baseline Lowest NMAE Statistical significant results

Lo30 (returns range: 5.96) MR: 11.75 SVM MRet4 (VA): 11.57* SVM MRet4 (BR): 11.59*

SVM MRet4 (BI): 11.59*

SVM MRet4 (VA): 11.57*

SVM MRet5 (VA): 11.60*

Med40 (returns range: 6.87) MR: 11.08 SVM MRet4 (BR): 11.01

SVM: 11.08 SVM MRet5 (BR): 11.01

SVM MRet7: 11.01

SVM MRet5 (BI): 11.01

SVM MRet5 (KF): 11.01

Hi30 (returns range: 7.34) SVM: 8.71 SVM MRet7 (BI): 8.68

SVM MRet4 (VA): 8.68

SVM MRet5 (VA): 8.68

SVM MRet6: 8.68

Lo20 (returns range: 5.64) MR: 11.94 SVM MRet4 (VA): 11.66*** SVM MRet4 (BR): 11.74*

SVM MRet4 (BI): 11.75*

SVM MRet5 (BI): 11.70**

SVM MRet7: 11.75**

SVM MRet2 (VA): 11.75*

SVM MRet3 (VA): 11.78*

SVM MRet4 (VA): 11.66***

SVM MRet5 (VA): 11.74**

SVM MRet6: 11.71**

SVM MRet2 (KF): 11.74*

SVM MRet4 (KF): 11.72**

Qnt2 (returns range: 7.31) SVM: 11.58 SVM MRet6: 11.53

Qnt3 (returns range: 6.94) MR: 10.83 SVM MRet5 (BR): 10.77

Qnt4 (returns range: 6.72) SVM: 10.31 SVM MRet2 (KF): 10.28

Hi20 (returns range: 7.33) SVM: 8.63 SVM MRet6: 8.57

SVM MRet7: 8.57

We also tested the prediction of portfolios of 10 different industries. The respective evaluation

results are summarized in Table 4. There are several microblogging models significantly more

accurate than baseline for Enrgy, HiTec and Other. Seven of these models obtain p-value less than

5% in the pairwise DM test for the prediction of Enrgy and three models have p-value less than

5% for the forecasting of HiTec. Therefore, microblogging features are particularly informative

for Enrgy and HiTec. A possible explanation for these results is the unusual high number of

microblogging messages related to stocks of these sectors, mainly for HiTec. Thus, the general
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sentiment indicators may be biased toward these industries. For demonstration purposes, the

forecasted returns of Enrgy sector by the NN MRet2 (VA) are presented in the Figure 2. The

utilization of posting volume was also important. The majority of models obtaining statistical

significant results in the pairwise DM test use posting volume features. Moreover, the utilization

of KF indicators is beneficial in some situations. KF indicators permit lower NMAE values than

TWT indicators for the HiTec and Utils sectors, and they are the most applied sentiment indicator

in models which are significantly more accurate than baselines.

Table 4: Predictive results for returns of portfolios formed on industries. Utilization of general sentiment indicators
(BullR, BI and VA approaches), KF indicators and first difference of the posting volume. NMAE values of baseline
model, lowest NMAE model and models producing statistical significant results in DM test (∗ – p-value < 10%, ∗∗
– p-value < 5%, ∗ ∗ ∗ – p-value < 1%, sentiment indicators in parenthesis, NMAE in %, NMAE values lower than
baseline are in bold, 350 predictions).

Index Baseline Lowest NMAE Statistical significant results

Durbl (returns range: 5.71) MR: 13.90 SVM MRet6: 13.74

Enrgy (returns range: 21.12) SVM: 7.18 NN MRet2 (VA): 7.07** SVM MRet3 (BI): 7.10**

SVM MRet5 (BI): 7.10**

SVM MRet6: 7.13*

SVM MRet7: 7.12*

SVM MRet2 (VA): 7.08**

NN MRet2 (VA): 7.07**

SVM MRet3 (VA): 7.11*

SVM MRet5 (VA): 7.10**

SVM MRet2 (KF): 7.10**

SVM MRet3 (KF): 7.10**

SVM MRet4 (KF): 7.11*

SVM MRet5 (KF): 7.12*

HiTec (returns range: 5.90) MR: 12.79 SVM MRet5 (KF): 12.55** SVM MRet3 (BR): 12.64*

SVM MRet4 (BR): 12.56**

SVM MRet4 (BI): 12.56**

SVM MRet2 (KF): 12.58*

SVM MRet3 (KF): 12.64*

SVM MRet5 (KF): 12.55**

Hlth (returns range: 7.10) NN: 12.94 SVM MRet6: 12.85

Manuf (returns range: 5.17) SVM: 13.66 SVM MRet7: 13.62

NoDur (returns range: 4.55) SVM: 12.77 SVM MRet3 (BR): 12.72

Other (returns range: 4.04) SVM: 13.51 SVM MRet6: 13.34* SVM MRet6: 13.34*

SVM MRet4 (VA): 13.34* SVM MRet3 (VA): 13.37*

SVM MRet4 (KF): 13.34* SVM MRet4 (VA): 13.34*

SVM MRet4 (KF): 13.34*

Shops (returns range: 4.76) SVM: 13.85 SVM MRet4 (BI): 13.67* SVM MRet4 (BI): 13.67*

Telcm (returns range: 5.52) SVM: 14.15 SVM MRet2 (BR): 13.98* SVM MRet2 (BR): 13.98*

Utils (returns range: 5.77) SVM: 11.18 RF MRet5 (KF): 11.04

The application of sectorial sentiment indicators may allow a better analysis of the effect of

sentiment in each sector. We had to exclude the “Other” sector from this analysis because there was

no information about its SIC codes, so we were unable to create its sectorial indicator. Additionally,
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Figure 2: Predicted and real values for Enrgy

there are no tweets for Durbl sector for 37 days, so we excluded those days from the analysis. Table 5

present the results for these models.

Sectorial indicators are particularly useful for Shops and Telcm industries. There are more

models significantly more accurate than baseline using sectorial indicators than applying general

indicators in these sectors. The SVM model using previous values of returns, posting volume and BI

sentiment (SVM MRet5 (BI)) obtains a p-value less than 5% for the prediction of Telcm. Moreover,

the lowest NMAE values for Telcm and Shops are obtained by models utilizing sectorial indicators.

In summary, microblogging sentiment and attention indicators were particularly informative for

the forecasting of returns of SP500, portfolios of smaller market capitalization (Lo20 and Lo30) and

some sectors such as HiTec, Enrgy and Telcm. In the prediction of the returns of the mentioned

stocks, there are diverse microblogging models obtaining p-value less than 5% in the pairwise DM

test. Many of these models apply both sentiment and posting volume indicators. These results

may suggest that sentiment and attention have more impact on future returns of stocks of inferior
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Table 5: Predictive results for returns of portfolios formed on industries. Utilization of sectorial sentiment indicators
(BullR, BI and VA approaches) and first difference of the posting volume. NMAE values of baseline model, lowest
NMAE model and models producing statistical significant results in DM test (∗ – p-value < 10%, ∗∗ – p-value < 5%,
∗∗∗ – p-value < 1%, sentiment indicators in parenthesis, NMAE in %, NMAE values lower than baseline are in bold,
350 predictions).

Index Baseline Lowest NMAE Statistical significant results

Durbl (returns range: 5.71) MR: 13.90 SVM MRet2 (BI): 13.75

Enrgy (returns range: 21.12) SVM: 7.18 SVM MRet3 (BR): 7.10* SVM MRet3 (BR): 7.10*

SVM MRet3 (BI): 7.10** SVM MRet4 (BR): 7.11*

SVM MRet5 (BI): 7.10** SVM MRet3 (BI): 7.10**

SVM MRet5 (BI): 7.10**

HiTec (returns range: 5.90) MR: 12.79 SVM MRet6: 12.56** SVM MRet2 (BR): 12.57**

SVM MRet4 (VA): 12.56** SVM MRet4 (BR): 12.58*

SVM MRet6: 12.56**

SVM MRet2 (BI): 12.61*

SVM MRet4 (BI): 12.62*

SVM MRet4 (VA): 12.56**

Hlth (returns range: 7.10) NN: 12.94 NN MRet1: 12.94

Manuf (returns range: 5.17) SVM: 13.66 SVM MRet5 (VA): 13.60

NoDur (returns range: 4.55) SVM: 12.77 MR MRet2 (VA): 12.72

Shops (returns range: 4.76) SVM: 13.85 SVM MRet5 (BI): 13.63* SVM MRet5 (BR): 13.64*

SVM MRet6: 13.67*

SVM MRet5 (BI): 13.63*

SVM MRet4 (VA): 13.65*

Telcm (returns range: 5.52) SVM: 14.15 SVM MRet4 (BR): 13.92* SVM MRet4 (BR): 13.92*

SVM MRet5 (BR): 13.95*

SVM MRet5 (BI): 13.93**

Utils (returns range: 5.77) SVM: 11.18 SVM MRet6: 11.14

capitalization and technology related companies. The impact of sentiment on these type of stocks

may be explained by a higher concentration of irrational investors. Small stocks are considered to be

mostly held by individual investors [43] and less attractive to rational investors [6, 8]. Additionally,

a considerable part of technology companies are young and have a small track record. So, they are

less appealing to professional investors that prefer easier to value stocks [6]. The unpredictability

of irrational traders adds risk on prices and makes arbitrage strategies more difficult to implement

[47]. Thus, stock prices may differ from fundamental values because arbitrage may be insufficient to

instantly eliminate mispricing generated by investor sentiment. In these situations, there is margin

to predict future prices and sentiment indicators can be informative.

The utilization of KF indicators was important in some situations. For instance, models apply-

ing KF indicators have p-value less than 5% for the prediction of SP500, Lo20, HiTec and Enrgy.

Moreover, the usage of KF sentiment indicators decreased the NMAE values for DJIA, MOM,

RMRF, SP500, Qnt4, HiTec and Utils. The sectorial indicators were useful for the prediction of

returns of Shops and Telcm industries.
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Regarding the tested methods, SVM was clearly the most effective. Therefore, the relationship

between sentiment, attention and returns may be nonlinear.

3.2. Prediction of Volatility

In this paper, we forecasted VIX and the annualized realized volatility of SP500, RSL, DJIA

and NDQ. Table 6 outlines the results produced by models applying posting volume and general

sentiment indicators computed by BullR, BI, VA, AG and KF approaches.

Table 6: Predictive results for VIX and annualized realized volatility of SP500, RSL, DJIA and NDQ. Utilization of
general sentiment indicators (BullR, BI, VA and AG approaches), KF indicators and first difference of the posting
volume. NMAE values of baseline model, lowest NMAE model and models producing statistical significant results in
DM test (∗ – p-value < 10%, ∗∗ – p-value < 5%, ∗ ∗ ∗ – p-value < 1%, sentiment indicators in parenthesis, NMAE
in %, NMAE values lower than baseline are in bold).

Index Baseline Lowest NMAE Statistical significant results

DJIA (no predictions: 413; MR: 2.91 SVM MVlt3 (AG): 2.79 MR MVlt3 (KF): 2.85*

realized volatility range: 92.41)

NDQ (no predictions: 413; MR: 3.89 SVM MVlt3 (VA): 3.87

realized volatility range: 57.18)

RSL (no predictions: 412; MR: 5.71 MR MVlt1: 5.71

realized volatility range: 39.56)

SP500 (no predictions: 413; MR: 3.40 MR MVlt3 (KF): 3.36

realized volatility range: 67.90)

VIX (no predictions: 413; MR: 3.27 SVM MVlt3 (BR): 3.25

VIX range: 30.42)

The utilization of KF sentiment values and previous volatility values significantly improves the

forecasting of DJIA realized volatility compared to the AR(5) model. However, the lowest p-value

of DM test is not inferior to 5%. KF indicators were also used in the lowest NMAE model for the

prediction of SP500 realized volatility. AG indicators were applied in the model that obtained the

lowest NMAE value for DJIA. However, this model is not significantly more accurate than baseline.

The inclusion of the number of tweets do not seems to benefit the forecasting of volatility. There

are no models utilizing posting volume that significantly outperform the respective baseline models.

Also, the most accurate models using posting volume features do not improve the results of models

without posting volume information. MR and SVM are the most effective methods.

3.3. Prediction of Trading Volume

In this paper, we predicted the trading volume of SP500 and DJIA. Table 7 digests the results

for models using general sentiment indicators, KF indicators and first difference of the number of

tweets.
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Table 7: Predictive results for trading volume of SP500 and DJIA. Utilization of general sentiment indicators (BullR,
BI, VA and AG approaches), KF indicators and first difference of the posting volume. NMAE values of baseline
model, lowest NMAE model and models producing statistical significant results in DM test (∗ – p-value < 10%, ∗∗
– p-value < 5%, ∗ ∗ ∗ – p-value < 1%, sentiment indicators in parenthesis, NMAE in %, NMAE values lower than
baseline are in bold).

Index Baseline Lowest NMAE Statistical significant results

DJIA (no predictions: 414; SVM: 6.00 SVM MVlt5 (BR): 5.84* SVM MVlt5 (BR): 5.84*

volume range: 310804) SVM MVlt5 (BI): 5.85*

SP500 (no predictions: 413; SVM: 4.98 SVM MVlt1: 4.98

volume range: 1636036)

The application of microblogging sentiment values and the first difference of the number of

tweets significantly improves baseline results for the prediction of DJIA trading volume in two

situations: SVM MVlt5 (BR) and SVM MVlt5 (BI). However, the lowest NMAE values for SP500

are obtained by the AR(5) model. These results add some evidence that posting volume and

sentiment may have predictive content for forecasting of trading volume (e.g., [60, 2, 74, 81, 53, 70]).

The utilization of AG indicators do not result in statistical significant DM tests. Therefore, we do

not have evidence that disagreement is associated with trading volume as found in some studies

(e.g., [2, 64]). The most accurate models also did not applied KF indicators. The SVM method is

clearly the best performing approach for the forecasting of trading volume.

3.4. Prediction of survey sentiment indicators using Twitter and KF sentiment indicators

In this subsection, we apply Twitter and KF indicators to forecast AAII and II indicators. The

applied procedure is similar to the applied in the forecasting of stock market variables. However,

we reduced the size of the rolling windows to 50 because the weekly periodicity downsized the

data set. We tested the prediction of four different survey values: VA, BI, negative and positive

values. Table 8 presents the evaluation results of the forecasting of AAII and II indicators using

weekly Twitter indicators produced by AA approach (aggregating positive and negative messages

of the week). For each prediction, the table also shows the number of predictions and target range

(yL − yH).

The utilization of Twitter indicators produced by AA approach was important for the prediction

of VA and negative AAII values. The combined utilization of weekly Twitter indicators and previous

AAII values (MSv5) produced lower NMAE results than baseline for VA values. However, the

relevance of Twitter indicators is higher for AAII negative values because there are seven models

producing lower NMAE results than baseline, four of which use only Twitter indicators. These seven

models apply daily Twitter indicators. Furthermore, SVM MSv7 is significantly more accurate than
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Table 8: Prediction of weekly AAII and II values using Twitter sentiment indicators calculated by AA approach. For
each survey sentiment indicator, the baseline model is underlined and NMAE values lower than baseline are in bold
(∗ – p-value < 10%, ∗∗ – p-value < 5% and ∗ ∗ ∗ – p-value < 1%, NMAE values in %).

Mtd MSv1 MSv2 MSv3 MSv4 MSv5 MSv6 MSv7 Mtd MSv1 MSv2 MSv3 MSv4 MSv5 MSv6 MSv7

Panel A: Prediction of AAII values calculated by BI formula (93 predictions; range: 58.21)

MR 14.35 18.10 17.72 19.42 15.52 16.19 16.98 RF 14.61 17.59 17.92 16.95 14.71 15.18 14.69

SVM 14.30 16.92 16.84 16.56 14.41 16.42 14.73 NN 16.11 21.58 21.71 20.61 17.15 17.81 17.39

Panel B: Prediction of AAII values calculated by VA formula (92 predictions; range: 25.2)

MR 18.74 19.36 21.7 22.42 20.12 21.96 24.01 RF 19.11 19.35 19.67 19.74 19.11 19.77 19.43

SVM 18.97 21.24 21.54 19.20 18.60 18.93 18.96 NN 19.76 27.84 23.57 22.77 24.14 21.08 23.79

Panel C: Prediction of AAII positive values (93 predictions; range: 37.89)

MR 12.52 19.26 19.43 20.18 13.76 14.52 15.83 RF 13.52 18.50 19.61 18.58 13.03 13.74 13.52

SVM 14.54 18.31 19.49 18.29 14.19 13.55 14.36 NN 13.41 18.63 21.80 21.39 14.50 17.32 19.07

Panel D: Prediction of AAII negative values (93 predictions; range: 25.65)

MR 16.42 18.26 17.17 18.77 17.62 16.56 18.07 RF 16.64 17.86 16.23 15.90 16.74 15.57 15.44*

SVM 16.77 18.30 16.33 15.88 17.18 17.09 16.37 NN 18.05 22.61 18.34 18.05 17.59 19.81 22.63

Panel A: Prediction of II values calculated by BI formula (92 predictions; range: 55.8)

MR 5.85 12.56 12.12 12.43 6.35 6.49 7.29 RF 8.60 12.14 11.18 11.06 8.37 7.78 8.13

SVM 6.33 14.64 13.10 13.57 6.80 6.79 7.50 NN 8.43 13.18 11.83 12.50 10.95 7.82 9.19

Panel B: Prediction of II values calculated by VA formula (91 predictions; range: 19.4)

MR 16.20 17.48 17.69 19.00 18.12 17.43 19.17 RF 16.7 17.76 16.44 16.78 17.06 16.23 16.59

SVM 16.20 20.27 17.08 16.82 17.63 17.23 16.58 NN 18.16 22.27 15.91 16.95 20.61 17.83 18.97

Panel C: Prediction of II positive values (92 predictions; range: 37.9)

MR 8.31 14.61 12.69 13.31 8.76 8.48 9.11 RF 11.12 14.31 12.74 12.49 10.78 10.24 10.43

SVM 8.76 19.64 13.97 14.04 11.10 8.56 10.39 NN 8.73 16.89 14.11 13.89 12.73 9.67 11.84

Panel D: Prediction of II negative values (92 predictions; range: 21.8)

MR 4.70 11.97 11.93 12.12 5.05 5.53 5.80 RF 6.17 11.31 11.18 10.86 6.23 6.12 6.47

SVM 6.38 13.86 12.26 11.59 9.25 7.00 7.70 NN 6.07 11.42 10.85 11.58 7.39 7.26 8.08

baseline according to the pairwise DM test. In the prediction of II indicators, there is only one

model more accurate than AR(5) model. The utilization of daily Twitter indicators (i.e., MSv3)

produces lower NMAE values than baseline for the forecasting of II values calculated by VA formula.

For demonstration purposes, the prediction of negative values of AAII by the SVM MSv4 model

(using only Twitter indicators) is present in the left of Figure 3.

Table 9 shows the results of the prediction of survey indicators using Twitter indicators created

by MA approach (average of the daily indicators). The most accurate models using Twitter indica-

tors computed by MA approach produce slightly lower NMAE values than models applying Twitter

indicators calculated by AA approach for the forecasting of AAII BI and VA values. However, there

are no models significantly more accurate than baseline for the prediction of AAII negative val-

ues. Moreover, models utilizing these Twitter indicators do not outperform AR(5) models for the

forecasting of any II value.

Table 10 presents the forecasting of survey values using KF indicators. The usage of KF

indicators produced worse results than Twitter indicators in the forecasting of AAII indicators.
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Figure 3: Predicted results for negative values of AAII (left) and values of II calculated by VA formula using KF

indicators (right)

Yet, KF indicators were more informative for the prediction of II VA values. While there is only

one model applying Twitter indicators outperforming the baseline model for II values, there are

eight models using KF values more accurate than the best AR(5) model for II values calculated by

VA approach. These II forecasts are presented in the right of Figure 3.

Overall, Twitter sentiment indicators proved to be useful for the prediction of negative values of

AAII but less important for the forecasting of II values. Nevertheless, KF indicators are informative

for the prediction of II computed by VA formula. Contrary to the forecasting of stock market

variables, SVM is not the dominant regression model and the most accurate AAII and II prediction

models are obtained by distinct learning models (e.g., RF is the best model for negative AAII

predictions; NN obtains the lowest NMAE values for the prediction of II calculated by VA formula).

4. Conclusions

Diverse studies refer that sentiment may affect future returns (e.g., [7, 28, 60, 70, 9]), volatility

(e.g., [60, 2, 84, 44]) and trading volume (e.g., [60, 2, 74]). Also, that posting volume on social

media can be applied in the forecasting of returns (e.g., [81, 2]), trading volume (e.g., [81, 53, 70])

and volatility (e.g., [2, 21]). However, many of these studies use very simple sentiment analysis

methods (e.g., use of generic lexicons [74, 9]) and do not execute a solid evaluation (e.g., with no

out of sample [2, 7, 60, 84] or usage of very small test sets [9]). Other studies find scarce evidence of
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Table 9: Prediction of weekly AAII and II values using Twitter sentiment indicators calculated by MA approach.
For each survey sentiment indicator, the baseline model is underlined and NMAE values lower than baseline are in
bold (∗ – p-value < 10%, ∗∗ – p-value < 5% and ∗ ∗ ∗ – p-value < 1%, NMAE values in %).

Mtd MSv1 MSv2 MSv3 MSv4 MSv5 MSv6 MSv7 Mtd MSv1 MSv2 MSv3 MSv4 MSv5 MSv6 MSv7

Panel A: Prediction of AAII values calculated by BI formula (93 predictions; range: 58.21)

MR 14.35 18.81 17.72 19.86 15.93 16.19 17.05 RF 14.61 17.80 17.96 17.71 14.26 15.14 14.85

SVM 14.30 16.44 16.84 17.35 14.40 16.42 15.36 NN 16.11 17.35 17.92 22.71 16.23 17.87 17.58

Panel B: Prediction of AAII values calculated by VA formula (92 predictions; range: 25.2)

MR 18.74 19.65 21.70 23.09 19.89 21.96 23.12 RF 19.11 19.30 19.70 19.58 19.33 19.87 19.34

SVM 18.97 18.92 20.96 19.49 19.11 18.44 18.97 NN 19.76 20.21 23.10 21.53 25.50 22.37 22.15

Panel C: Prediction of AAII positive values (93 predictions; range: 37.89)

MR 12.52 20.65 19.43 20.98 14.15 14.52 16.19 RF 13.52 19.41 19.59 19.67 13.32 13.71 14.01

SVM 14.54 19.38 18.64 19.39 14.07 14.36 14.60 NN 13.41 21.28 20.71 21.11 16.37 15.34 18.72

Panel D: Prediction of AAII negative values (93 predictions; range: 25.65)

MR 16.42 18.51 17.17 18.86 18.11 16.56 18.06 RF 16.64 16.97 16.35 16.06 16.56 15.45 15.60

SVM 16.77 17.19 16.33 16.30 17.36 17.07 16.19 NN 18.05 18.26 17.80 18.79 17.70 18.70 17.73

Panel A: Prediction of II values calculated by BI formula (92 predictions; range: 55.8)

MR 5.85 12.82 12.12 12.65 6.26 6.49 7.31 RF 8.60 11.87 11.16 10.74 8.14 7.66 8.08

SVM 6.33 14.80 13.32 12.27 10.37 7.11 7.82 NN 8.43 14.61 12.51 12.84 7.37 7.19 10.07

Panel B: Prediction of II values calculated by VA formula (91 predictions; range: 19.4)

MR 16.20 18.14 17.69 18.52 17.96 17.43 17.97 RF 16.70 17.73 16.38 16.92 17.00 16.39 16.58

SVM 16.20 17.78 17.37 19.29 16.85 17.23 18.70 NN 18.16 18.90 16.27 19.17 19.43 20.04 19.48

Panel C: Prediction of II positive values (92 predictions; range: 37.9)

MR 8.31 14.44 12.69 13.45 8.84 8.48 9.25 RF 11.12 14.41 12.80 13.14 10.83 10.12 10.77

SVM 8.76 20.15 14.54 14.24 11.44 8.68 10.51 NN 8.73 15.21 14.42 14.83 9.78 9.94 11.73

Panel D: Prediction of II negative values (92 predictions; range: 21.8)

MR 4.70 11.98 11.93 12.05 4.88 5.53 5.82 RF 6.17 11.11 11.06 10.74 6.12 6.07 6.43

SVM 6.38 12.91 12.25 11.47 9.13 5.47 7.79 NN 6.07 11.43 10.90 11.51 6.39 6.97 8.38

the predictive content of sentiment and posting volume on stock market variables such as returns

or trading volume.

In this work, we performed a robust evaluation of information content of microblogging data

to the prediction of valuable stock market variables. A very recent and large Twitter dataset was

collected and adopted, with around 31 million tweets from December 2012 to October 2015, related

with around 3,800 stocks traded in US markets. The Twitter sentiment indicators were extracted

by considering a recent lexicon specifically adjusted to financial microblogging data [54]. This is

the first paper of this research topic that uses sentiment indicators created by applying specialized

financial microblogging lexicons. Moreover, it uses a much larger data period than the majority of

studies using Twitter data to predict stock market behavior. Furthermore, we created a novel daily

sentiment indicator from the combination of a daily Twitter indicator, weekly American Associa-

tion of Individual Investors (AAII) and Investors Intelligence (II) values and monthly University

of Michigan Surveys of Consumers (UMSC) and Sentix values. Existing sentiment indicators (e.g.,

survey, social media) have distinct characteristics and may contain different informative value.
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Table 10: Prediction of weekly AAII and II values using KF sentiment indicators. For each survey sentiment indicator,
the baseline model is underlined and NMAE values lower than baseline are in bold (∗ – p-value < 10%, ∗∗ – p-value
< 5% and ∗ ∗ ∗ – p-value < 1%, NMAE values in %).

Mtd MSv1 MSv2 MSv3 MSv4 MSv5 MSv6 MSv7 Mtd MSv1 MSv2 MSv3 MSv4 MSv5 MSv6 MSv7

Panel A: Prediction of AAII values calculated by BI formula (93 predictions; range: 58.21)

MR 14.35 18.96 17.77 19.1 15.22 15.69 17.73 RF 14.61 17.34 18.73 17.68 14.36 15.84 15.27

SVM 14.3 18.12 16.36 17.69 14.58 14.88 15.32 NN 16.11 20.77 17.11 19.14 17.11 17.38 19.64

Panel B: Prediction of AAII values calculated by VA formula (92 predictions; range: 25.2)

MR 18.74 20.48 20.82 23.76 20.55 20.86 23.55 RF 19.11 19.67 20.75 20.59 18.95 20.2 19.87

SVM 18.97 20.93 21.79 26.9 19.27 21.25 20.07 NN 19.76 21.2 21.12 24.34 23.24 19.61 21.89

Panel C: Prediction of AAII positive values (93 predictions; range: 37.89)

MR 12.52 20.47 19.94 21.87 13.6 14.16 15.94 RF 13.52 19.41 20.35 20.14 12.8 14.06 13.83

SVM 14.54 18.79 21 20.15 13.42 15.43 14.38 NN 13.41 23.29 20.46 25.15 15.23 15.86 15

Panel D: Prediction of AAII negative values (93 predictions; range: 25.65)

MR 16.42 18.63 16.76 17.67 18.11 16.39 18.13 RF 16.64 17.34 17.04 16.45 16.55 16.48 16.33

SVM 16.77 18.88 16.13 16.56 17.85 18.41 16.59 NN 18.05 18.94 16.86 19.99 20.05 20.21 20.17

Panel A: Prediction of II values calculated by BI formula (92 predictions; range: 55.8)

MR 5.85 11.74 11.83 11.44 6.12 6.44 6.81 RF 8.6 10.95 10.55 10.13 8.06 7.71 7.88

SVM 6.33 14.05 11.56 10.88 8.61 6.55 7.02 NN 8.43 13.09 11.62 12.41 6.81 7.28 7.93

Panel B: Prediction of II values calculated by VA formula (91 predictions; range: 19.4)

MR 16.2 15.70 16.72 17.19 15.99 17.44 17.99 RF 16.7 15.67 16.77 16.18 15.75 16.55 16.27

SVM 16.2 16.36 16.57 15.43 16.58 15.74 16.00 NN 18.16 17.36 19.4 16.46 16.73 17.4 17.87

Panel C: Prediction of II positive values (92 predictions; range: 37.9)

MR 8.31 14.54 13.39 13.41 8.65 8.71 9.36 RF 11.12 13.85 12.99 12.45 11.2 10.34 10.7

SVM 8.76 16.19 13.39 12.78 9.77 8.96 9.02 NN 8.73 16.13 14.6 13.81 10.08 9.85 11.21

Panel D: Prediction of II negative values (92 predictions; range: 21.8)

MR 4.7 10.81 10.95 10.58 5.09 5.21 5.45 RF 6.17 10.16 9.59 9.41 6.12 6.03 6.18

SVM 6.38 11.33 10.91 10.47 5.74 7.31 7.99 NN 6.07 13.07 9.22 10.6 5.9 6.12 6.62

Kalman Filter (KF) procedure allows the production of a daily sentiment indicator by combining

various sentiment measures of diverse frequencies. The resulting indicator may be more representa-

tive of general investor sentiment. The predictive content of this KF indicator was compared with

the content of Twitter indicator. We also explore different sentiment aggregation formulas, such

as bullish ratio, variation and agreement. We predict daily returns, trading volume and volatility

of diverse indices, such as Standard & Poor’s 500 (SP500), Russell 2000 (RSL), Dow Jones Indus-

trial Average (DJIA) and Nasdaq 100 (NDQ), and portfolios (e.g., formed on size and industries).

A fixed-sized rolling window of 300 training days was applied to predict the next day, allowing

to perform a large number of model trainings and predictions (ranging from 392 to 439). Also,

we explored four different regression methods: Multiple Regression (MR), Neural Network (NN),

Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest (RF). To analyze the predictive value of mi-

croblogging features, we considered the Normalized Mean Absolute Error (NMAE) and applied the

Diebold-Mariano (DM) test between the most accurate AR(5) model (baseline) and similar models

using microblogging extracted variables. In our opinion, this is a more robust evaluation scheme
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when compared with most state of the art works.

Additionally, some studies have analyzed the influence of sentiment on portfolios formed on

diverse characteristics (e.g., market capitalization, book-to-market ratio). Many of these works

refer that the effect of sentiment is more evident on returns of some portfolios having extreme

values (e.g., small market capitalization [6, 8, 43]). However, most of these studies apply low

frequencies (e.g., monthly, annual) and do not use sentiment indicators extracted from social media.

Therefore, we analyzed in this paper the predictive content of daily sentiment indicators extracted

from Twitter on returns of portfolios formed on size and industries.

Considering that AAII and II are widely used by academics (e.g., [44, 69, 28, 10, 11, 40, 41,

37, 78, 79]) and practitioners, we also created a forecasting exercise for these sentiment measures

using Twitter and KF sentiment indicators. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study

that addresses the forecasting of such survey sentiment indicators.

We found that microblogging sentiment and attention indicators were particularly useful for the

prediction of returns of S&P 500 index, portfolios of lower market capitalization and some sectors

such as High Technology, Energy and Telecommunications. In these situations, there are models

obtaining p-value less than 5% in the pairwise DM test with the baseline model. The application

of microblogging features were less convincing for the forecasting of trading volume and volatility.

These results add some evidence about the predictive content of social media sentiment and posting

volume for returns (e.g., [60, 70, 9]). Additionally, microblogging sentiment indicators have various

advantages when compared to traditional sentiment measures (e.g., surveys). For instance, their

creation is faster and cheaper, allows greater frequencies (e.g., daily) and may be targeted to a more

limited group of stocks (e.g., individual stocks or indices). The obtained results also corroborate

previous findings that sentiment has more impact on smaller stocks (e.g., [6, 8, 43]). We note that

daily microblogging features were used in this paper while the majority of previous studies apply

monthly sentiment indicators extracted from economic variables or surveys.

The utilization of sentiment indicators produced by Kalman Filter procedure were informative

for the prediction of returns of some portfolios and indices. There are models using KF indicators

having p-value less than 5% in the pairwise test for SP500, Lo20, HiTec and Enrgy. Also, the

application of KF indicators decreased NMAE values for diverse indices and portfolios. However,

KF indicators were less effective for the forecasting of trading volume and volatility.

Twitter sentiment values were specially informative for negative values of AAII. In this case,

there were seven models applying Twitter indicators producing lower NMAE results than the most
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accurate AR(5) model. One of these models is significantly more accurate than baseline according

to the pairwise DM test, and four of them apply exclusively Twitter indicators. KF indicators were

particularly important for the prediction of II values calculated by VA formula. In this situation,

there were eight models more accurate than the baseline model. These results show that Twitter

and KF indicators can be valuable to forecast AAII and II values. Therefore, they may permit a

satisfactory antication of these sentiment indicators or an acceptable alternative whenever they are

unavailable.

We obtained results suggesting that mining social media may provide valuable actionable in-

telligence to investors. For instance, intelligent systems may support investors in their decisions

by providing instant access to social media analytics such as customized sentiment indicators or

predictions.

In future, we intend to identify different types of microblog users and communities and assess

their contribution to the forecasting of specific stocks. For instance, social influence analysis has

been applied for diverse purposes (e.g., advertisement [13, 33]) but has been scarcely explored

for the stock market topic. However, the identification of influent social media users may allow

the creation of sentiment indicators of informed users and anticipate the overall sentiment of in-

vestors. Moreover, there are diverse communities of users focused on specific stocks. The analysis

of their information content for the prediction of those stocks variables may permit the identifi-

cation of relevant communities. Additionally, most studies apply only one source of Web data so

the complementarity value of different data sources remains unclear. These sources have distinct

characteristics that can be complementary and enable better predictions. For instance, blogs have

more complete opinionated content, microblogging contents have greater objectivity, interactivity

and posting frequencies and Google searches represent a superior number of users. The dynamic

combination of diverse Web data sources may result in more informative financial indicators.
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